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8 July 2021 
 

 
 
Dear Minister, 

 
UK Research and Innovation – Official Development Assistance 

It was good to meet with you last year when you met with representatives of the Scottish 

Trades Union Congress.      

I would like to take this opportunity to raise a matter with you which is deeply concerning 

to the University and College Union (UCU) in Scotland; this is the recent decision by the UK 

Government to make savage cuts to the Official Development Assistance (ODA) funding for 

UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) projects.  UKRI’s ODA budget will mean that there is a 

reduction of £120million for research programmes across the UK in 2021-22.  The scale of 

these cuts is unprecedented and is impacting upon research projects in a number of 

Scottish higher education institutions including the University of Glasgow, Queen Margaret 

University,  the University of Strathclyde and the University of Edinburgh.  We consider that 

the enforced cancellation of existing international research projects is a significant breach 

of trust with UK and international partners on the part of the UK government.  

ODA funding enabled vital ground-breaking research to take place in Scottish institutions, 

which addressed some of the world’s most challenging issues on infectious disease, food 

security, climate change and poverty.    In the middle of a global pandemic it seems bizarre 

to be cutting the UK’s influence and research capacity on global issues in this 

manner.    ODA funding enabled researchers based in Scotland to collaborate with 

international partners to share knowledge and push boundaries to the benefit of all.   These 

severe cuts threaten job losses in Scotland, and in low and middle-income countries 

overseas, with early career staff badly affected.  In addition the health, wellbeing and 

careers of some of our world leading researchers have been shattered overnight. Leaders 

of Global Challenges Research Fund (GCRF) projects are now bound into endless circles of 

review and re-profiling as they attempt to meet existing objectives and new government 

priorities, introduced two years after the fact and with up to 70% of their budgets slashed. 
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The UK government’s own flagship projects of the GCRF Hubs, launched two years ago to 

tackle global challenges with research and development interventions, have now been cut 

mid-way through clinical trials, have had demands for reviews of complex data with only 

two weeks’ notice, and are experiencing numerous changes from review panels, including 

from the UK government which potentially represents a breach of the Haldane principles, 

forbidding government interference.  

You may have seen the importance placed on research in the Scottish Funding Council’s 

recent Review of Coherence and Sustainability published on 29 June 2021, along with the 

value of “missions-based approach… in tackling big societal challenges”.    We agree with 

the approach taken by the SFC.   However, regrettably this is diametrically opposed to the 

approach that is being adopted by your government to ODA. 

On behalf of UCU Scotland I would urge that UK ministers reverse their decisions on ODA 

funding.  I hope that the Scotland Office is able to help persuade the UK government to 

change its approach, given the damaging impact this is having upon universities and 

researchers in Scotland. 

 

We look forward to hearing from you on this matter. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 

Mary Senior 
Scotland Official 


